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BOMA STORIES
SunEden is a naturist resort that offers the naturist community the opportunity to experience
their lifestyle in safety and comfort subject to the rules and credó of the INF
Annual General Meeting
The annual general meeting was held on 28 July. The main item
on the agenda was the election of new directors. There were
three vacancies because the terms of Johan Aucamp and Bert
Card expired and Joey Gouws resigned.
Joey was re-elected and Jake Pansegrouw and Hennie van Wijk
were elected in the other two vacancies. Jake will be responsible
for security, health and safety and building plans. Hennie will
help with the finances, environment, recycling, strategy and
management of the pub and kraaines. Joey will do marketing
and liaison, social year planning and event management. She
will also handle the social media. Rudi was re-elected as
chairman and will again handle internal and external relations,
human resources as well as policy and procedures.
Each of the directors will manage their portfolio through the
implementation of subcommittees. In this way, shareholders
can become more involved in the management of SunEden and
each of them can make their special skills available to the
benefit of our farm.

What is new?
A t S u n E d e n t h e re i s
always something on the
go. Make sure you check
in regularly. The pool bar
was recently completely
refurbished and put into
service. To ad
a little
sparkle to the event, the ceremonial ribbon was cut by Rudi.
The other major development that is under way is to build a
small heated splash pool. The construction has already been
done, only the finishing touches and the installation of the
pumps and pipes and heaters etc. are still to be done. In
addition, a steam bath will also be built. The reason behind all
these improvements is to make SunEden
even more
attractive during the winter.

Camping Naturist in Kruger
We did it again this year. At the beginning of August
about 40 couples booked the entire Tsendze camp
in the Kruger National Park for a full week.
Tsendze is a rustic camp with only forty campsites
and ablution facilities. It is located on the Tsendze
River and is known by birdwatchers for its resident
owls. During the day we all did our own game drives
like ordinary tourists, but back in the camp we shed
our clothes to enjoy nature as it is supposed to be.
The weather was nice and warm for the most part,
but when the nights cooled down, the campfire kept
us cozy. Naturism in the true sense of the word and
nature in its purest
form, and we were able
to experience it with all
our senses. Many
thanks to Fanus and
Andrea who were
responsible for all the
arrangements and who
made the entire
excursion possible.
Next year we will do it again, but slightly diﬀerent.
From the 8th to the 11th of August we again camp in
Tsendze, but then we move from the 12th to the
16th to Balule, where there are also 6 huts available
for people who do not want to camp. There is
already great enthusiasm for next year and many
have already reserved their places and paid their
deposits, so if you want to go along, get in touch
with Andrea at Andrea@Buildnow.co.za as soon as
possible to get your names on the list.

The annual "skinny dip" was one of the
highlights of the year. We tried to surpass last
year's record of most people without clothes in
the pool at the same time….and managed it.
The record now stands at 264! It was really
great fun. It was done on the first Saturday of
September ... Spring day. Everything worked
together this year to make it a great success.
The weather was exceptionally nice and the
heating of the swimming pool with the new
solar panels ensured that no one “passed out
from the cold”
this year.
In addition to
everything
that went on
in and around
the pool,
there was also
a mini market
where
everything
from white elephants to jewelery, jaﬄes and
ginger beer and many more, was up for sale. It
proved to be such a success that there will be
another one
on Sunday
23
September.
If you are
interested in
having a
stall, it will
cost you
R20.00 and
you can
contact
Karine at events@suneden.com.

with the approach
of summer there
will be a lot of
activities on the
farm, so keep your
diaries ready to
make sure that you
dont miss out on
anything. I have
already mentioned
the minimarket
planned for Sunday
23 September. This
will coincide with
the GNA bash from
Friday 21 to Monday 24 September. SunEden
will be a beehive of activity. The bash will take
the shape of a German beerfest and there will
be a lot to eat and especially to drink. A variety
of activities are planned for the poolside.
SunEden is at present looking great, we expect
a crowd, so make sure to be here!
Now
something
completely
different.
Saturday 13
October is
the day of the
epic clash
between the
Bulls and the
Stormers on
Loftus. We
know that naturists are great rugby fans and
therefore we arranged a bus to pick up 30
persons at SunEden and transport them to and
from Loftus. The fee of R650 includes the ticket
and drinks on the bus. Take note! this is a
textile outing. Those who are not going to
Loftus are going to watch the came on our big
screen in the bar. Afterwards there will be a
“bring & Braai” SunEden will provide the fires
and the “pap & sous”
We are looking forward to welcome you to the farm
and until then, keep it naturally!

Johan
Naturists are no different from other people, they are just a lot more comfortable

